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Token Details 

Platform: WAVES DEX 

Issuer: 3P4fxwqcMX8hEnnfD5WPBn3NNmZzozbHkb7 

Name: Marquise Museum 

Supply: 1.7m Circulating 
(500 million phase 1 coins with a max supply of 660 million 

including founders fund) 

Type: Not reissuable 

Issue date: 23.02.2018 19:44 
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Introduction 

The Marquise Museum, with its headquarters in Sweden, is a blockchain-backed curator of redeemable 

cryptobooks. It enables trustless proof of authenticity for artworks, combined with a decentralized market 

on Waves dex. Marquise Museum tokens provide access to the system, and so represent value.  

The business method renders traditional auction houses obsolete with product valuation consensus in  

public trading instead of via centralized bidding. This permits determination of value from collectors in the free 

market. 

The tokens rely on WAVES technology and can be used to redeem proprietary Museum Art, 

specifically a cryptobook. In other words, it can also be viewed as a logistic platform used to trade luxury 

goods and can be tailor made for any type of luxury or collectible product business solution.  
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What is a CryptoBook? 

The  purpose  of the  book  is  to  stabilize  a  branded  crypto  currency called $MUSEUM-II to ensure its 

function as an immutable global currency, while on the other hand the purpose of the crypto 

(which is split into 2 separate chains, one decentralized and one centralized)  is to enable trustless 

authentication of luxury items.  

This synergetic system is a new model of trading items on blockchain using a PCT priority patentable 

business method called Dualchain.   

Marquise Museum with its inhouse developed cryptobook represents an alternative to traditional 

investment vehicles such as art or stocks. It is believed that this new type of investment art can 

become lucrative for international collectors due to   its   unique  approach to solving  the challenges   

of   luxury   items   to   blockchain(tokenization) , while delivered in a conceptual artform. 
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The Marquise Museum CryptoBook 

By Mary Ann Ciosk: pimp fashion art review 

Juxtaposed, dream-like images collide in the Marquise Museum’s new art book. Using a combination of 

photography, drawings and cartoons, monstrous and beautiful shapes emerge, catapulting the viewer into a weird 

wonderland of swirling subways and supermodels.  

Its images evoke Man Ray’s surrealistic photography and the Dada movement’s meta-criticism of art.  On the 

cover a mythical being, half-man half-stag, beckons to the reader, reflecting the tradition in Celtic mythology of a 

deer leading the hero into adventure.  

The collages straddle the intersection of myth, philosophy, sexuality and culture. Rich in complexity, the ambiguity 

of the   images   can   act   as   a   Rorschach   for   the   viewer; the interpretation reflecting the individual’s own 

preferences, biases and ideals.   

Slowly navigating my way through the pages of Pimp Fashion, the recurrent appearance of a man, sometimes 

half-stag, links the disparate collage worlds on each page. This protagonist is the viewer’s guide through the book 

and his character develops in complexity in each new scene.  

On one page he is the horned god of Celtic paganism, flirting with a supermodel while the corresponding poetry 

can be used as an emotional guide to understand his inner landscape, dwelling in nostalgic heartache. The scene 

compels the reader to consider how the modern archetype of beauty would be viewed through a pagan lens and 

to see the hollowness of this overt sexuality when contrasted with the concept of love.  

The surreal, visceral images are rich in subtext. Naked white mannequins are integrated into black machinery, 

showing the objectification of the female body and its dehumanization in our society. The nose of Pinocchio 

threatens to grow taller than the Eiffel tower, which is wrapped in a rose, demonstrating how lies threaten to 

overwhelm both human-made and natural beauty.  

Visually stunning, this is not a book to leaf through quickly, but rather to savor. The more I looked at a collage 

image and considered its context and themes, the more enriching I found the book.  
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Coded text on each page gives the reader an additional clue to its meaning. “Apollo and Cassandra” reveals the 

new identity of the male protagonist in one scene who is covering the eyes of a beautiful woman, reflecting the 

Greek myth in which Cassandra is cursed with the power of accurate prophecies that no one believes.  

The text “David Hume” on a different page brings to mind the philosopher’s quote, “beauty in things exists in the 

mind which contemplates them”; a fitting theme for the rewards the viewer reaps in contemplating Marquise 

Museum’s book Pimp Fashion. 
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Flow chart
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Development Status 

1. Luxury cryptobook: The book was developed to demonstrate a dual-chain PCT priority business method 

for luxury goods providers. It is designed for corporate and institutional clients i n limited print of 

2000-4000 copies. It is produced in south Sweden on Archival EER ISO certified paper in size A2 to permit 

delivery to the Swedish national archive, and the cover is hand made on semi anilin Gobi sheepskin with 23 

carat gold logos imprinted on both sides. Several professional artists and studios have contributed to the 

enhanced version and receive percentage on all future sales. The patent itself was reviewed by examiners 

in March of 2019 but did not qualify for patentability in Sweden. It remains patentable America for another 

12 months as of june 2019. Price of one unit is 5000 dollars or 250 000 M-II at 0.00875 per Waves when 

Waves is equivalent to 2.5 dollars.

As a collectible cultural object on blockchain &  first of its kind, a value projection of x15,000 over 34 

years is projected in case of adoption within the international art collector’s community. This value 

projection is based on  Andy Warhol’s “Orange Marilyn” and represents a speculative maximum growth 

trajectory. It is advisable to participate in the project based on the merits of the book as a Museum quality 

object and not for speculative trading. During phase 1 distribution of the 500 million token supply, all 

buyers are insured at maximum 25 percent investment decline if they can provide explorer confirmation 

that coins were acquired from company wallet on Waves dex. 

Because the physical book is merged with a digital crypto currency, there is a value division between 

the two deliverables which can be utilized to establish valuation consensus in the secondary peer 

to peer collectors’ market without use of third-party intermediation such as auction houses. The intended 

function of the system is for the collector to receive a token M-I $MUSEUM currency together with 

the book as a form of high-tech receipt, and upon a future resale date provide the buyer with the 

physical copy of the book and the paired token currency. M-I is a low liquidity token 

for the peer to peer secondary art collectors’ market (authenticator and asset) 

whereas M-II is a high liquidity token for the mainstream retail market (global currency). 

It is projected that M-II will be stabilized by M-I and the book itself due their hard 

asset nature, whereas M-II is required for purchase before redeeming into M-I 

and product deliverable. Therefore, it's a synergized ecosystem to ensure utility & value 

proposition of each component.
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2. Valhalla coins: The Valhalla token may be deployed as a formative basis for an  undisclosed project pipeline

based on soverign ideals pending success of Marquise Museum. It is presently inactive and company controlled.

There is a philosophical and social commentary in the cryptobook based on Sovereignity that was established

during production in 2016, and the integration with censorship proof immutable crypto currencies is a suitable

addition within this framework.
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Cryptobook Production 

Option 1: The Runic binding will have a Gobi color sheepskin cover with gilded logo incursion on the front and 

back. The inside is made of 20 sheets or 40 pages. The art is printed on A2 EER Archival ISO Gicleé paper one 

sided and then fused to make it double sided. Manufacturing cost per book is 2000 dollars.  

Durability is more than 200 years.
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Token Sale Process and AML/KYC measures 
 

Token Sales are conducted with the highest of KYC/AML standards and prospective investors need to provide 2 

copies of ID and a current form of Proof of Address (recent utility bill or ban statement, not older than three 

months).  

 

Token Sales shall only be conducted by way of cryptocurrency. 

 

Investors agree that the Marquise Museum will conduct thorough due-diligence checks using various platform 

providers. 

 

Refunds are generally not allowed and is to the discretion of the Marquise Museum. Should there be any refunds, 

this shall only be paid to a public address which it originated from. There can be no exception to this. Hence do 

not send us funds from an exchange address, as you do not own the private keys to that address.  

 

Please refer to the Terms and Conditions for further detailed information. 

 

To begin the sales process, please contact us on: contact@marquisemuseum.com 
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Token Sale Terms and Conditions 
 
 
1. Principles  
 

1.1 By the purchase of Marquise Museum Tokens, the User understands and accepts that he/she/they make(s) a 
contribution into the development of The Marquise Museum project and all its related entities (“Contribution”), 
as further described in this Whitepaper (“Whitepapers”). The information contained in the Whitepapers and on 
our website, are of descriptive nature only, are not binding and do – unless explicitly referred to herein – not 
form part of the Terms as set forth under para 1.5 below.  

 
1.2 The User understands and accepts that while the Trustees, individuals and/or other appointed entities of the 

Marquise Museum project assigned to this task will make reasonable efforts to develop and complete its stated 
goals as per the Whitepapers, it is possible that such development may fail and Marquise Museum tokens become 
useless and/or valueless due to technical, commercial, regulatory or any other reasons (see also section 5 
regarding Risks).  

 
1.3 The User is also aware of the risk that even if all or parts of the Marquise Museum project are successfully 

developed and released in full or in parts, due to a lack of public interest, the Marquise Museum Project could 
be fully or partially abandoned, remain commercially unsuccessful or shut down for lack of interest, regulatory 
or other reasons. The User therefore understands and accepts that the transfer of funds to us may carry 
significant financial, regulatory and/or reputational risks (including the complete loss of value). 

 
1.4 By transferring funds to the Marquise Museum project, the User agrees to all of the terms and conditions set 

forth in this document (together the “Terms”), which is incorporated by reference herein. The User further 
confirms to have carefully reviewed this Whitepaper and the Marquise Museum’s website, researched and 
understand thoroughly the Marquise Museum project, its functions and the terms and conditions set forth in this 
document and to fully understand the associated risks and costs. 
 

1.5 This document does not constitute a prospectus of any sort, is not a solicitation for investment and does not 
pertain in any way to an initial public offering or a share/equity offering and does not pertain in any way to an 
offering of securities in any jurisdiction.  

 
1.6 By purchase of Marquise Museum tokens, no form of partnership, joint venture or any similar relationship 

between the Users and The Marquise Museum and/or other individuals or entities is created.  
 

 
 

2. Usage License; No Ownership, Revenue or Governance Rights  
 

2.1.1 Usage License: Ownership of Marquise Museum tokens carry no rights express or implied, to utilise, gain 
access and/or possess ownership to any decentralised applications or other platforms developed by, 
and/or belonging to the Marquise Museum project (only if stated otherwise), if and to the extent the 
Marquise Museum  project has been successfully completed and launched.  

 
2.1.2 No Ownership, Revenue or Governance Rights: In particular, the User understands and accepts that 

Marquise Museum  tokens do not represent or constitute any ownership right or stake, share or security 
or equivalent rights nor any right to receive future revenues, shares or any other form of participation 
or governance right in or relating to The Marquise Museum project in general. 
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2.2 Contribution  
 

 
2.2.1 No Refund: The User understands and accepts that all Contributions are final and may not be reversed. 

The User acknowledges that he/she/they has/have no right to request a refund for any reason.  
 

2.2.2 However, any refunds may still be made sole at the discretion of The Marquise Museum, and The User 
must therefore ensure to make his/her/their Contribution is made using a wallet address owned by the 
User, to which the refund can be made.  

 
 
 

 
2.3 Representation and Warranties of User  
 

2.3.1 By transferring funds to the Marquise Museum, the User represents and warrants that:  
 

• the User is not a citizen or resident of a country, whose legislation conflicts with the present use 
and investment of cryptocurrency.  

 
• the User has a deep understanding of the functionality, usage, storage, transmission mechanisms 

and intricacies associated with cryptographic tokens, like bitcoin (BTC) and Ether (ETH), and 
blockchain-based software systems;  

 
• the User is legally permitted to transfer us cryptocurrency, and to obtain them in their jurisdiction;  

 
• the User waives the right to participate in a class action lawsuit or a class-wide arbitration against 

the Marquise Museum, its Trustees, and any individual involved with the Marquise Museum 
Project;  

 
• the User understands that holding Marquise Museum tokens does not involve the purchase of 

shares or any equivalent in any existing or future public or private company, corporation or other 
entity in any jurisdiction;  

 
• the User understands that the User has no right against any other party to request any refund under 

any circumstance; and that  
 

• the User understands with regard to Marquise Museum tokens, no market liquidity may be 
guaranteed and that the value over time may experience extreme volatility or depreciate in full;  

 
 

 
 

3. Marquise Museum Project Execution  
 

3.1 The User understands and accepts that the development and execution of the Marquise Museum Project may 
be assigned to third party contractors, and payment be made by way of releasing contributed funds to third-
party contractors. Alternatively, contributed cryptocurrency may be converted first into fiat currency via an 
exchange, in order to make payment to contractors who only accept fiat currency. The Marquise Museum has 
the right to engage subcontractors to perform the entire or partial development and execution of the Marquise 
Museum Project. The scope of the development work will be triggered by the amount of Contributions received 
during the Contribution Period. The Marquise Museum project and/or its Trustees, shall further have the right to 
assign the entire Marquise Museum including the Contributions received for its development to a third party.  
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3.2 The User understands and accepts that the User may not have any expectation of influence over governance on 
the Marquise Museum Project.  

 
3.3 The User understands and accepts that the Marquise Museum Project will need to go through substantial 

development works as part of which it may become subject of significant conceptual, technical and commercial 
changes before release. The User understands and accepts that as part of the development, an upgrade of the 
Marquise Museum  tokens may be required (including blockchain migration) and that, if the User decides not to 
participate in such an upgrade, he/she/they may no longer use his/her/their Marquise Museum  tokens and that 
non-upgraded tokens may lose their functionality in full.  

 
 
 
4. Risks  

 
4.1 The User understands and accepts the risks in connection with purchase of Marquise Museum tokens, whether 

from us directly or through the secondary market. In particular, but not concluding, the User understands the 
inherent risks listed hereinafter:  

 
• Risk of software weaknesses: The User understands and accepts that the cryptocurrency platforms (such as 

WAVES and other exchanges), is not without defects and carry an inherent risk of hacking and 
malfunctioning, and could contain weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs causing, inter alia, the complete loss 
of all tokens.  

 
• Regulatory risk: The User understands and accepts that blockchain technology allows new forms of 

interaction and that it is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or introduce new 
regulations addressing blockchain technology-based applications, which may be contrary to the current 
setup of the Marquise Museum token sale. 

 
• Risk of abandonment / lack of success: The User understands and accepts that the Marquise Museum Project 

may be abandoned for a number of reasons, including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack 
of commercial success or prospects (e.g. caused by competing projects). The User therefore understands 
that there is no assurance that the User will receive any benefits, even if the Marquise Museum Project is 
partially or fully developed and launched.  

 
• Risk of loss of private key: Marquise Museum tokens can only be accessed and owned by the User through 

a WAVES wallet owned by the User. The User understands and accepts that if his/her/their private key to 
the wallet or password protecting that key is lost or stolen, the obtained Marquise Museum tokens 
associated with the User's account will be unrecoverable and will be permanently lost.  

 
• Risk of theft: The User understands and accepts that computer systems used by Marquise Museum may be 

exposed to attacks by hackers or other individuals that could result in theft or loss of funds, which may then 
impact the ability to develop the Marquise Museum project. 

 
 
 

5. Taxation  
 

5.1 The User bears the sole responsibility to determine if his/her/their contribution for the development of the 
Marquise Museum Project have tax implications for the User. 

 
5.2 By purchasing, holding or using Marquise Museum tokens, and to the extent permitted by law, the User agrees 

not to hold any third party (including developers, auditors, contractors or founders) liable for any tax liability 
associated with ownership or use of Marquise Museum  tokens, or any other action or transaction related to the 
Marquise Museum Project.  
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6. No Liability  
 

6.1 The User acknowledges and agrees that, to the fullest extent permitted by any applicable law, the User will not 
hold any developers, auditors, contractors or founders of the Marquise Museum project and/or its associated 
individuals and entities liable for any and all damages or injury whatsoever caused by or related to the use of, or 
the inability to use, Marquise Museum tokens under any cause or action whatsoever of any kind in any 
jurisdiction, including, without limitation, actions for breach of warranty, breach of contract or tort (including 
negligence) and that developers, auditors contractors or founders of the Marquise Museum Project shall not be 
liable for any indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or consequential damages, including for loss of profits, 
goodwill or data, in any way whatsoever. 

 
6.2 By purchasing, holding or using Marquise Museum tokens, and to the extent permitted by law, the User agrees 

not to hold any third party (including developers, auditors, contractors or founders) liable for any regulatory 
implications or liability associated with the Marquise Museum Project 

 
6.3 By purchasing Marquise Museum  tokens, the User agrees that exchange rate may be adjusted from time to time 

with no prior notice to the User and the User will not hold any of the developers, auditors, contractors or founders 
of Marquise Museum tokens and/or The Marquise Museum and/or its associated individuals and entities liable 
for any damages associated with the change in exchange rate.  

  
 

 
 

7. Miscellaneous  
 

 
7.1 All contributions are irrevocable and accepted from qualified sources that all contributions will automatically opt-

in as clean and not illegal (e.g. laundered) funds. The responsibility falls the User to declare as such upon 
acceptance of the donated funds. The Marquise Museum takes no responsibility for Third Party action, if any, 
against illegal funds contributed without its knowledge according to the prevailing laws of the country of domicile. 

 
7.2 The User agrees to check with their regulatory bodies, banks, accountants and lawyers to determine their 

eligibility as qualified contributors and participants in the Marquise Museum project. 
 

7.3 The User agrees to seek appropriate independent professional advice prior to relying on, or entering into any 
commitment or transaction based on, material published in the Whitepapers, which material is not to be taken 
as investment advice. 

 
7.4 The User agrees that if any portion of these Terms is found illegal or unenforceable, in whole or in part, such 

provision shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective solely to the extent of such determination of invalidity or 
unenforceability without affecting the validity or enforceability thereof in any other manner or jurisdiction and 
without affecting the remaining provisions of the Terms, which shall continue to be in full force and effect. 

 
 



Questions & Answer section

Questions 1 &2:

It is a limited edition of 3000 full cryptobooks or 3000x20 image Giclées that are inside the book but can be
sold separately because price for the book is now $30 000 or more whereas 1 image from the book can be
acquired for $100, and during campaign that is active now, 1 image cost 1 million $M-II and this is only $8 in
market on waves dex. So it is a big subsidy for a few weeks.

The  reason  that  the  book  is  so  expensive  is  because  it  requires  much  hand  labour  by  professional
goldsmiths and book binders and tanners. The print only uses 1 subsidiary so it can be produced very easily
compared to book, and the book contains between 100-200 of 24k gold, 5-10 grams per page with 20 pages.
The fixative used for book pages to prevent smearing (like your Giclée example where ink is printed on top of
paper instead of inside like normal print) is also expensive, $25 per page for 1 Hahnemuller spray can.

Images in book cannot be removed and framed on wall because they are glued and stitched into fabric, held
together inside the book with deerskin and gold debossed cover. The book is size B5 because deer animal is
small animal, not big enough for A2. So this image B5 is too small for a wall, but separate Giclées are A2 up
tp 150x225cm.

The book contains 20 images but also an interesting text novel of 20 pages that is published on the company
youtube as an audio novel recorded by a New York girl a few years ago.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CinMfYEIHBU&t]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CinMfYEIHBU&t

This novella is short and built using Freytags Pyramid with complex symbolism and plot development. It is a
transformative interpretation of Wuthering Heights set in megalithic France.

Question 3:

Company was offered credit but if there is no organic demand then this will become a liability. There are very
few things that requires budget that also work, Waves platform is one such thing which leads me to your next
question.

Question 4:

The purpose with this projects crypto integration is to exemplify a separation between the establishment and
new world order. Auctions, Fiat and debt are constructs of the ancient regime that we are attempting to break
out from, like a prison escape.

So Question 5 is important philopsophically for this project and many altcoins who want to build a more
balanced world without interference. It is important to separate all sources of value into as many sovereign
crypto integrators as possible inorder to weed out corruption and counterfeiting that is dictated by a fiat
monopolizing elite. The balance of power must remain in a depoliticized science community and merchant
class to ensure liberty and true democracy. Combined with Artificial neural networks who can aggregate
information datasets to advise this flat hierarchy on policy and law making. The current power imbalance is a
threat to human evolution as we have witnessed a decade of stagnation and deception leaving us behind
when entering 2020's. 

Question 6 & 7:

1 million coins can always buy 1 Giclée regardless of the price is $1 in market or $1000. This is one benefit
of crypto integration because it is the market that values this art in real time consensus. I would presume,
that if price relative to waves goes down more than 50%-90 from here, that all circulating supply can be
repurchased by company for big profit.

If waves price goes to $200, then marquise museums market cap will be only $1 million because now it is
$5000 and waves is at $1.

I  would categorize this asset in a peerage with Tacitus Germania, The Book of  Revelation. These were
potent  (revolutionary)  catalysts  of  social  upheaval  and  became  Antique  and  timeless  cultural  objects
entwined with their respective times. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CinMfYEIHBU&t]https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CinMfYEIHBU&t


Some folk songs and dance patterns are rooted in tribal warfare, this book is a hunting book with concepts of
fertility and mythology. It is a Regal creation made of gold, as one annointer of a Soveriegn class of citizens
for a time that has not yet come to pass but soon will. It is this pioneering aspect that contains cultural value
because it cannot be replicated in another time or place, it is a testament to a pivotal transition period in
human history.

I  believe  that  crypto  is  a  revival  of  a  scientific  based  patriarchal  institution  that  is  anti  dogmatic  and
protectionist against corrupt ideologies particularly religious or political ones.

Pimp Fashion is  not  a  catalyst  to social  upheaval  but  it  is  reflective on contemporary problems from a
culturally superior vantage point, wherein lies its allure to the modern audience. It is sublime in its indirect
criticism and dissmissing arrogance towards a post modernistic regressive cultural arena.

This is intended for a global hunting class whose aestethical mindset rejects trash culture and embraces
symmetry of classical greek proportion. At the same time, it is self understanding on principles outside a
scope of government in laws and uniform and convention of mannerism that the ancient hunter opposes. 

The time for Pimp Fashion is not in the present, rather celebratory of the Ubermensch who will descend from
technological progress while pointing towards issues that may delay or prevent this ascent. 

In the eyes of Apocalypticism the duality of blockchain is Messianic or Beastial. And there is this inspiration in
the mythological flows in the book as a harbringer of some seminal event which is the rapture in christian
eschatology but perhaps more familiar to modern technologists as the Singularity.  

I  would argue that  this book and crypto is a materialization born from a symbolic construct  or doctrine,
distilled from a virus into vaccine that contains components of active substance, like the de weaponized folk
traditions I mentioned earlier. But in conjunction with this state there is also a future projecting part that bears
similarity with Germania and Revelations, and this is where an active component remains.

Where Germania was carried into war by the Third Reich and Revelations the downfall of Rome, so too can
Marquise $Museum become a prelude to something unknown but virulent that may presume from it.

If  I  were  to  make an  educated  guess,  had I  been  ten  years  younger  I  would  think  that  a  $20 million
capitalization at  full  capacity would be reinvested by myself  into  a "detonator"  project  like  I  call  it  "The
Caesarian option". With age there is proclivity towards harmony over discord simply because of the sheer
level of time and commitment that these things require, so I think that it cannot assume a form in Tacitus and
John of Patmos in the mindset that will follow its deviating counterparty. 

But now that the ground work is laid out and the project completed, a new generation can pick the fruit of this
labor  and direct  a civil  discourse where it  may oppose anti  human behaviour  and facilitate progressive
implementations that can induce a singularity event a soon as possible. It is this event that is a great attractor
here because by default  it  also enables the  unexpressed  sovereign desire  of  millenials  when they are
upgraded  into  autonomous  demi  gods.  I  did  write  earlier  that  life  extension  tech  combined  with
transcendence  within  300  years  means that  some  people  here  are  primordial  resurrected  mythological
beings in cocoon stage, unaware of their true form.

I belive that a rapture or judgment day scenario will disseminate between billions of humans that are vastly
empowered and accelerated into the asteroid belt to be rulers of artificial planets built by androids. And later,
achieve omnipotence through universal descent and rule over private universes. And I believe that this may
actually happen by the year 2045 in virtual reality and that Ray Kurzweil is  tracking a virtual singularity
whereas Bill Gates projection for 2300 AD is on point for a real world Singularity event.

***

It's limited to 3000 books (90 million dollars) or 3000 of every image from the book, with 20 images including
b/w versions that is 60 000 versions, $6 million.

The price of this book was upgraded to $30 000 so the amount of copies will be lowered towards $20 million
interval (600 books). With option to print maybe a few hundred more.

I can't burn circulating supply, only stake owners can do it. 



Subsidy campaign will be active depending on capitalization and demand generation, but if market pushes
price up then it is investors who end subsidy campaign faster as 1 million coins are then more expensive to
buy.

If market goes down 99% it does not matter, because company received payment equivalent to production
cost+profit  at  time  of  trade  and  this  is  then  partially  converted  into  fiat  to  secure  deliver  of  product,
independent of future crypto volatility. There are not many projects in crypto industry with this hedge while
benefitting from crypto price increase too.

This is completely new form of selling art using blockchain, so of course the $M-II certificate with redeem
rights is like old bank money which eventually became fiat but were originally backed by gold tender.

That is why my calculation of 10% annual supply deflation through redeem burn rate is so low, because most
investors will not get the hard asset only hoard the certificate redeemer. But they should understand that $M-
II is a zero decimal token so if company owns even 1 coin valued at 3 BTC, then some new buyer can still
get another book, so this does not encourage illiquidity.

When they buy a book, the $M-I asset token is delivered and this is where the long term store of value
comes from as it is only obtainable from company in tandem with hard asset. When $M-II supply is burnt, it is
$M-I validator that will be the primary vehicle of value transfer, but only together with the book. This second
market system of reselling the book on blockchain must have escrow intermediation as it may otherwise be
difficult to trade across the globe when the book is required for delivery every time there is an $M-I trade. In
this case, the seller can be contractually obligated/optioned to deliver the book at a future date to the buyer
of $M-I but it must then be insured with seller and for this time a value chain exists between the two parties
as one is in possession of the asset validator, and the other of the hard asset.

A simple note on the singularity topic; I think blockchain can be an indirect facilitator towards accelerated
rapture but not the vector of its inception, unless AGI integrated. Blockchain is simply a digital accounting tool
that is cryptographically secured, and its main use case in this debate is simply as a remedy to the status
quo fiat elite counterfeiters who are holding back progress for the last decade and will continue to do so until
they are out of business model. It would be much better, if crypto could not be obtained with fiat at all, only in
exchange for barter services, because counterfeiters remain in control with this system even on blockchain.

So crypto may not achieve anything good or even worse become a dystopian tool of suppression because it
can be subverted with unlimited fiat counterfeit laundering by the ancient regime.

***

One of the artists formed some questions about the projects economic metrics and this is my reply which will
put the vision into context for the next 30-40 years:

Question if someone bought the prints:

They actually buy the crypto certificate (currency) for future redeem rights, so it's become like an investment
option which is good because it's free cash flow as long as no one request a Giclée delivery.

The Market cap is only $5000 but I still  own 33% of supply, 200 million coins. So there are some crypto
specific integrators like Coinmarketcap aggregation and top 20 exchange listing that can propel market value
by alot, maybe x8000 money.

Cap at full capacity I think I mentioned before, a desirable valuation of $20 million of which I would then own
7 and distribute from this founders fund to everyone who contributed, which is alot of people and subsidiaries
in different industries mainly in publishing, art and crypto.

In the far future, say on a generational time scale, value could follow a similar trajectory to Andy Warhols
early and pioneering pieces which gained x15 000 over decades. For reference, a Giclée at $120 today will
then be valued to $1.8 million but it is non inflation adjusted. A book for $30k would resell for half a billion
with a supply of 600 books but these are dispersed with different investors.

My 30 year target if this is really integrated as a cultural object for international collectors and institutions, is a
few billion dollars in asset value, but because this is crypto so maybe it could be worth alot more when its
secondary function is also a global currency. But no more than $300 billion.



***

The benefit here is simply to offer a securitized token that can participate in crypto bullruns while hedging
against these -95% bear markets like 2018-2020 by redeemable exchange of crypto into investment grade
hard asset.

It is better than a stable coin, because stable coins never go up, whereas $M-II can go up and down, but is
hedged against downturn by exchange into hard asset.

The portfolio that is prototyped with $M-II was originally for demonstration purpose incase of patent licensing
to  fortune 500's  like  Rolex.  When the patent  was dismissed,  the portfolio  was launched as a separate
pipeline due to its potential as a future collectible within the international arts circuit by merit of this system of
trading that solves a few real challenges with tokenized assets.

This system of trading was subject to patent review in Stockholm and remains PCT priority for business
method registration in US for another 6 months. US patent will  not be pursued because of dismissal in
Stockholm in March. 

The high production quality combined with a limited print run is designed for generational store of value
similar  to  cultural  objects  that  coincided  with  pivotal  moments  in  human  history,  or  whose  influence
profoundly  impacted  future  intellectualism.  Specifically  Revelations  and  Germania  were  presented  as
examples that Pimp Fashion is using as a template for this purpose which unlike those examples, is by
design inorder for participants to capitalize financially in the present by ownership, on an otherwise esoteric
and future value determinant. 

The art itself contains contemporary symbolism that may appeal as an article of cultural objectification, but it
is the early blockchain integration that sets it apart from all the other art of today. The $M-II chain is time
stamped on Waves, it was issued first in November of 2017 for the asset class I token, and in February 2018
for the class II currency token. The reason for this division is because of Bitcoins functional deficiency as
both a currency and asset bundled into one chain. As far as the collectible artistic and cultural merit, being
the first in these circumstances, with proof, is thunder for institutional consideration within a Museum and
Gallery context.

On this merit alone, I could have put two black lines crossing each other on a piece of white paper, and it
would sell  for a million a piece if  curators deem it  a significant contribution to the world of culture. This
business  is  subjective  and  post  modernist  relevance criteria  are  to  a  lower  degree  based on  technical
delivery and more importantly on the symbolic interpretation and intention by the artist.

For me personally however, I disregard post modernism in its many crude forms as an ideological veil of
passification  introduced  to  the  masses  by  communist  infiltrators  in  a  sector  of  the  economy that  they
notoriously  control.  This  was  also  part  of  the  reasoning  behind  blockchain  integration,  to  avoid  the
traditionally left leaning world of exhibition. They say art must be free, but there is nothing more politicized.  

There is of course no guarantee that this centerpiece - this cryptobook, will attain any historical significance
at all, but atleast this is how the hard asset - set apart from its blockchain integrator, was designed.

The crypto is a consensus tool to measure immaterial value fluctuation of cultural classification status in real
time by P2P aggregation similar to a consumer grade stock price in the free market. In the world of arts this
has so far only been possible through coalesced auction format based on centralized value determinants by
elite curators.   

To my knowledge, there is no other piece of art in this production grade whose value evolution could be
tracked from inception.

The personal theme of this book is kept from disclosure but in sweeping terms it is intended for a certain elite
demographic that were part of something that happened many years ago. It is a display of inclusive fitness of
the artist and the main themes are of hunting, fertility and mythology.

The official theme of this book is already presented in earlier comments in this thread and it is meshed with
blockchain philosophy and silicon valley singularity hypothesism, so there are religious and counter culture
overtones but it was not the primary personal intention of this art which is categorized as invasion art. 



Team is presented in Swedish investment prospectus and it is a local consortium of manufacturers in the
book bindery, art printing, jewellery and tanning sectors.

I hope this answer was satisfactory to encourage participation but like I wrote in the prospecting letter, buy on
merit  of the art and investment grade production quality, not with speculative and expected future profit,
because there are no guarantees here other than you get what you pay for, unlike other cryptos. 

I can guarantee one thing, and that is that the circulating supply of 450 000 000 between 0.000003-9 waves
per  coin,  is  arbitrarily  easy to  reacquire  for  the  company so  it  is  pretty  much risk  free  on  our  side  to
recommend a buy in here. But I must flag a little as far as Waves because I cannot vouch for them and their
future decisions. Same with exchanges if it is listed there soon, don't keep too many coins there. One big
plus with fiat banks is the security of funds up to fairly large amounts. I don't know what will happen if there is
suddenly 3000 BTC in company wallet but a large chunk must be transferred to fiat to secure manufacturing,
50% minimum. I don't think, even as a multi millionaire, that I would keep more than 5% in crypto simply
because of the leverage potential of $50k during parabolic runups when those money can suddenly be worth
several times fiat equivalent.

The book cost $30k, contains $5k worth of 24k gold, otherwise consider it sunk cost. Giclées from the book
are also sold separately for 1 million $M-II (worth 10 waves today) during subsidy, normally $120.

For technical buyers, P/E ratio on 1 sold book per year is $500 000, x100 from todays trading range. If you
think 1 unit or more can be delivered per year, then it is a recommended buy here based on classical stock
valuation metrics. There is also 10% profit dividend with every sold book airdropped to top 100 inorder to
encourage accumulation by this cohort. Keep in mind that 10% is only $1500 divided on 100 wallets and is
not stake based. Expected redeem of coins into product is at most 10% annually, so the maximum airdrop
value in dollar per wallet per year is $1500 and this could be sustained for a few decades. All 1200 copies of
the limited edition could theoretically be acquired in less than 1 year for $30 million and then the airdrop is
much higher, $15k per top 100 wallet. If that were to happen, then the value migration from $M-II into $M-I
will be completed very rapidly, but the estimated life span of $M-II as a functional currency is 66 years based
on the redeem pace and burn rate cycling. $M-I is designed to last forever because it is paired with hard
asset. Delivery time of finished book is minimum 60 days, insurance taxes customs must be arranged with
global shipping too. KYC required for redeem.


